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The purpose of the article is to investigate the nature of the use of analytical methods for processing 

large data sets. Research methods: the use of the system-structural method and the method of generalization 

allowed us to analyze the general tendencies of the use of analytical methods. The dialectical method of 

scientific cognition, as well as methods of analysis, synthesis and abstraction, clarified the content and 

purpose of the problem under study, identified its main features and structure, as well as the relationship 

with system analysis. Results: the indicated analytical tools considerably increase the efficiency of 

investigating the investigated crimes, due to the possibility of drawing up charts (diagrams) of criminal ties 

(including telephone communication schemes with unlimited number of mobile phones and numbers), event 

matrices, financial flow diagrams, frequency charts of contacts. Discussion: this section covers the use of 

analytical methods to protect economic rights, freedoms and interests of individuals in the investigation of 

criminal offenses. The position on the place of information analysis in counteracting crime is substantiated. 

The general directions of analytical activity of law enforcement bodies are indicated. Graphically, the place 

of system analysis in the structure of analytics and related branches of knowledge is depicted. The 

experience of the European Union and the United States regarding the use of criminal analysis capabilities 

in combating economic crime is presented. The directions of use of elements of criminal analysis (specialized 

software) during investigation of economic criminal offenses are indicated. Therefore, one can confidently 

assert that in order to increase the effectiveness of protecting the economic rights, freedoms and interests of 

individuals during the investigation of criminal offenses, it is considered necessary and expedient to use the 

whole arsenal of analytical methods. In order to achieve the maximum level of automation of work, 

qualitative processing and visualization (visibility) of relationships between individuals, events and 

individuals in the existing large masses of information in the investigation of multi-episode, complex, latent 

economic crimes committed by organized criminal groups (groups), it is recommended to use standard 

software criminal analysis, for example, such software systems as IBM I2 Analyst’s Notebook, IBM I2 

iBase8, and others. 

Keyword: investigation; economic criminal offenses; analytical methods; information analysis; system 

analysis. 

 

Introduction. The result of the political and 

socio-economic transformations that are taking 

place in the world today are the dynamic changes in 

the functioning of states and existing and emerging 
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international unions. The current situation creates 

the circumstances for the emergence and 

development of new forms of crime and criminal 

phenomena. Organized crime has gained unknown 

to this time, and the most dangerous and complex 

forms, has become one of the main causes of the 

global decline in the sense of security. The 

conditions that have emerged have identified new 

requirements in the application of modern 

technologies for detecting offenses and making 

decisions in the course of law enforcement 

activities. 

To overcome regional and transnational crime, 

law enforcement agencies from developed 

countries (France, USA, UK, Romania, Poland) 

criminal intelligence and risk management are 

used as key instruments for national security. 

Based on the assessments of institutions that 

criminal analysis is used in their daily activities, it 

can undeniably be asserted that it is an effective 

tool for combating crime. 

Given that the criminal analysis system is 

characterized by identical analytical procedures 

and principles and symbols of visual 

representation, it is a kind of international 

interpretation of criminal events by criminal 

analysts around the world. This indisputable 

argument also creates new opportunities for the 

development of effective cooperation and 

cooperation between national and international 

law enforcement agencies. 

The essence of each analysis lies in the process 

of methodological identification of the links 

between any information, which leads to the 

formulation of the answer to the question: what, 

why? and what for? When it comes to criminal 

analysis, its essence is a clear statement of 

reasoning and proposals for further action aimed 

at apprehending offenders and detecting evidence 

of a crime. 

The system for analyzing information in the 

activities of law enforcement bodies is to establish 

and search for links between data on criminal 

activity and other data potentially associated with 

them for the purpose of their use in the 

development of tactical and strategic principles, 

including in the area of integrated border 

management, which is based on the analysis of 

information and aimed at cooperation, as well as 

finding solutions to the fight against organized crime, 

nationally and internationally. 

Established in the law enforcement agencies of 

the information analysis system, they have become 

adequate mechanisms for combating crime, an 

instrument for creating an integrated risk manage-

ment system, providing information and analytical 

support, preparing management decisions and a 

means of preventing the response to existing threats 

in the area of national security. 

Analysis (from the Greek άναλυτικά - "the art of 

analysis," decomposed) are those parts of the 

philosophical systems in which the objects of 

philosophy are decomposed into constituent elements 

so that then it is possible, on the basis of them, to 

make unmistakable conclusions and applications. 

The process of cognition is a complex whole, 

from which no element can be removed, so that the 

whole process does not come into disarray. We get 

knowledge from different sources: art, religion, and 

philosophy can be alongside with science. 

Undoubtedly, the character of thinking analyst and 

analyst as a system of knowledge should be 

dialectical. Naturally, the perception of reality by any 

person is carried out subjectively. However, the main 

thing is that a reasonable person should maximally 

strive for the objectivity and adequacy of reflection 

of reality, to develop their mental faculties, using for 

this all the richness of dialectical methodology. 

The role of intelligence at all times and in all 

countries was extremely high. Intellect is the most 

valuable resource and product owned by a society 

that seeks to develop. 

It is well-known that in modern conditions, the 

intellectual resource of the population as well as the 

demographic, territorial, raw material, technological 

parameters of a society is the most important 

condition for progressive development. Moreover, it 

can be affirmed that without the active involvement 

of this resource, other resources work only partially. 

The intellect has one unique property - self-

reproduction. The more it is used, the more it 

becomes. And another unique property of 

intelligence - it multiplies the available material 

resources. 

The philosophical category "system" is extremely 

important for analytics. Like motion, space, time, the 
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reflection of systemicity is a concept that reflects 

the general, inalienable properties of matter. The 

system captures the predominance of organization 

in the world over chaotic changes. The 

unauthorized change in one in any respect turns 

out to be orderly in another. Organisativity is 

inherent in matter in any of its spatio-temporal 

scales and finds its theoretical explanation and 

reflection in the category "system". 

From the point of view of philosophy, the 

content of system analysis as the nucleus of 

analysts gives practitioners the opportunity to 

increase the efficiency of their work, the main 

idea of system analysis is the combination of 

formal and informal representations in models and 

methods that help gradually to formalize the ways 

of objective reflection and analysis of the problem 

situation, to reveal its essence. 

While conducting a system analysis, it is 

necessary, first of all, to reflect the situation with 

the help of the fullest possible definition of the 

system, and then, highlighting the most significant 

components that influence the decision-making, to 

formulate a working definition of the system, 

which can be specified, expand or narrowing, 

depending on the analysis process. 

Owning a method of system analysis largely 

determines the level of professionalism of the 

analyst. 

The concept of system analysis is by no means 

a concept associated exclusively with military 

systems or security systems. It is a means of 

finding solutions to resolve contradictions in any 

problem area. The objective characteristic, the 

identification and formulation of the problem 

involves its solution, which uses the entire 

analytical arsenal of information processing 

techniques. Accordingly, the necessary approaches 

to choosing a strategy that gives the best ratio of 

risk, efficiency and cost. 

The purpose of the system analysis by examin-

ing each element of the system in its own envi-

ronment is to ensure that the system as a whole 

can fulfill its task at a minimal cost of resources. 

The main thing in the system analysis is how 

difficult it is to turn into a simple; in search of 

effective means of managing complex objects; as 

difficult-to-understand problem to optimize in a 

series of tasks, in principle have a solution, to show 

their structure and hierarchy, the sequence of actions. 

Thus, system analysis is a complex, multifactor 

approach to the consideration of objects of analysis, 

their representation as a system that has its elements, 

relationships, structure, functions. It is very im-

portant to understand that system analysis is not a 

formal method of analysis based on frozen dogma, 

but rather a conceptual approach that requires the 

creative use of the maximum range of disciplines and 

research methods for systematic consideration of any 

one problem. 

Within the framework of the given powers, law 

enforcement agencies obtain a sufficient array of 

information on criminal activity, including organized 

crime. In connection with the above, the overriding 

task is the use of tools that would enable the pro-

cessing of a large amount of available data. One such 

instrument is a criminal analysis [1, p. 9]. 

In the countries of the European Union, the USA 

and other developed countries, the use of criminal 

analysis capabilities is mandatory for all law en-

forcement agencies. Its content, rules and procedures 

are clearly defined and regulated in a legal sense. 

This, in particular, concerns the conduct of opera-

tional search activities, pre-trial investigations and 

criminal proceedings in court [2, p. 2]. 

Criminal analysis is a specific type of infor-

mation-analytical activity that is to identify and, as 

accurately as possible, determine the internal rela-

tionships between information (information, data) 

relating to a crime and any other data obtained from 

different sources, their use in the interests of con-

ducting investigative and investigative activities, 

their analytical support [3, p. 82]. 

In the course of criminal analysis, targeted search, 

detection, fixation, deletion, organizing, analysis and 

evaluation of criminal information, its representation 

(visualization), transmission and realization are pro-

vided. 

In the process of criminal analysis the following 

main types - operational (operational), tactical and 

strategic are distinguished [1, p. 9]. 

Operational (analytical) analytics is aimed at a 

short-term law enforcement action or an active case 

that serves to achieve within a short time the intend-

ed purpose in the form of, for example, arresting and 

arresting a suspect, imposing an arrest on a crime 
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instrument or extracting it. 

The operational (operational) analysis is di-

rected directly at the analytical support of opera-

tive and investigative activities, in particular as 

part of the work on operational searches, as well 

as analytical support for pre-trial investigation of 

criminal offenses, the conduct of which falls with-

in the competence of the bodies of the National 

Police of Ukraine. In addition, the results of oper-

ational criminal analysis are passed on to other 

law enforcement authorities, along with the data 

(information) of the detected offenses. 

Operational (criminal) analysis consists of 

planning, collecting, collecting, comparing and 

evaluating information for its analysis and report-

ing as well as further setting of tasks. 

The purpose of collecting and analyzing in-

formation is to create and test hypotheses and 

conclusions about past, present and future wrong-

ful acts, including the description of the structure 

and scope of criminal groups and the transfer of 

the leading components of clear information con-

cerning operational searches and investigative 

search actions. 

Operational (criminal) analysis is carried out in 

three forms: 

1. The analysis accompanying the operational 

search and investigative activities (the available 

information related to the proceedings is stream-

lined, the new information is correlated and eval-

uated accordingly, hypotheses that are supported 

by evidence or conclusions are refuted in the cur-

rent order). 

2. Analysis that is conducted to support inves-

tigative and investigative activities (the analyst 

takes on analytical tasks, presents the results of 

the analysis, searches for information from his 

own databases). 

3. Analysis that initiates operational search and 

investigative activities. 

All forms of analysis are interlinked, if the 

analysis is accompanied by operational search and 

investigative activities, at the same time it sup-

ports it and gives grounds for conducting investi-

gative (search) actions and operational-search 

activities. In the course of the analytical process, 

information about the offender, the course of the 

event, the means of committing a crime, the time 

and place of his commission, etc. are evaluated. The 

circulation of this information occurs between opera-

tional staff and investigators, which consists not only 

in the provision or receipt of information, but also in 

the active acquisition of information. 

The source of information may be the database, 

materials of pre-trial investigations, including proto-

cols for interrogations of witnesses and suspects, 

materials of operative and prosecution cases, reports 

of other bodies, media reports, etc. 

The practical use of criminal analysis by the oper-

ative-search units of the National Police of Ukraine 

confirmed its high efficiency in multi-episode pro-

ceedings covering a large area, including a signifi-

cant number of events and subjects of a criminal 

group with a complex structural structure. In these 

cases, traditional methods of tracking and asserting 

facts were not effective enough. 

Operational criminal analysis can cover the fol-

lowing areas: crime, criminals and methods of doing 

business. 

Crime analysis is to reconstruct its course by es-

tablishing a sequence of individual events; presence 

of signs of repetition of events; the mutual discon-

nection of information originating from various 

sources. The analysis of the crime is carried out with 

the purpose of determining recommendations for 

further direction of conducting operational-search 

activities and investigative (search) actions. 

In the process of crime analysis, various analyti-

cal technologies are used, including action schemes, 

event schemes or activity schemes. 

In addition to analyzing a crime, a comparative 

analysis of crimes can be performed, which is to 

compare information on criminal proceedings against 

similar crimes, in order to determine whether some 

of them could be committed or organized by the 

same suspect. In conducting comparative analysis of 

crimes, analytical technologies such as systematic 

search in databases, review of reports and reports, 

comparison of similarity of the obtained data and 

determination of the likelihood of this similarity are 

used. 

An analysis whose subject matter is a criminal 

may relate to a criminal group or a specific offend-

er’s profile. Analysis of the criminal group consists 

in organizing information on the members of the 

criminal group in order to get acquainted with the 
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structure of the group and the establishment of the 

roles of its individual members. In conducting 

criminal group analysis, analytical technologies 

such as interconnection schemes, action plans, 

event schemes, activity diagrams, telephone call 

analysis, financial transaction analysis and finan-

cial profiling of individuals involved in criminal 

proceedings are used. The analysis of the psycho-

logical profile of the typical perpetrator makes it 

possible to determine on the basis of the descrip-

tion of the crime, the character of the person who 

committed it, the type of person-perpetrator, the 

possible area of his residence, the work per-

formed. 

Strategic analytics deals with longer-term 

problems and challenges such as identifying key 

criminal individuals or criminal syndicates; fore-

casts of the growth of criminal activity and the 

establishment of priorities in law enforcement 

activities. 

Strategic Criminal Analysis focuses on data 

processing for management processes and deci-

sion making. Information, depending on the recip-

ient, has a planning, evaluation, guidance or con-

trolling character. Its subject is the long-term 

goals, definition of priorities and strategies for 

combating crime on the basis of in-depth research 

and forecasting its development. 

The products of strategic analysis, as a rule, 

are: reports on the situation; analyzes of phenom-

ena; thematic analyzes; criminological regional 

analyzes; structural analysis of threats; Concepts / 

proposals for improving the fight against crime. 

During the analysis of crime an analysis of its 

essence, volume, dynamics and development of 

crime or its various types (categories of crimes) in 

separate territories and for a certain period of time 

is carried out. The results of this analysis can be 

presented in the following analytical forms: 

charts, graphs, tables, diagrams, maps, photos, 

geolocation, statistical information, written re-

ports, etc. 

The aggregate of the evidence collected as a 

result of these acts creates, at the initial stage of 

the pre-trial investigation of criminal proceedings, 

sufficient prerequisites for the information provi-

sion of the further course of the investigation. 

However, this becomes possible only when these 

actions are carried out taking into account all the 

peculiarities of the search-and-cognitive activity of 

the investigator and the peculiarity of the information 

display of the crime event. 

Consequently, the main objective of criminal 

analysis is to strengthen mechanisms for the preven-

tion, detection, documentation and investigation of 

criminal offenses, as well as the establishment of 

mechanisms for monitoring the crime situation, the 

exchange of information at the state, regional and 

international levels regarding trends and risks in this 

area. 

Currently, in most countries of the world, ele-

ments of criminal analysis are used to process large-

scale information arrays, as well as visualize the 

circumstances of events, connections between indi-

viduals, events and individuals during the investiga-

tion of economic criminal offenses, which are often 

latent, well-organized and subject to actors manage-

ment of a large amount of damage. In addition, ele-

ments of criminal analysis help to make the right 

procedural and organizational decisions, and prevent 

a number of possible negative consequences during 

the investigation of economic criminal offenses. 

Thus, criminal analysis data that is timely (that is, the 

information is provided on time) provide grounds for 

taking measures (this definition implies that the in-

formation is sufficiently detailed and reliable for 

carrying out the appropriate measures) necessary for 

the effective conduct of investigators (investigators) 

and other procedural actions in the investigation of 

serious and especially grave economic crimes and 

other illegal activities of organized crime, especially 

if it has a transnational character. 

A characteristic feature of modern economic 

crimes is the availability of a large amount of infor-

mation that was obtained by operational or investiga-

tive means, which should be generalized, processed, 

analyzed, and assessed and further used effectively in 

investigations of the specified crime category. For 

this purpose, it is necessary to actively use analytical 

methods recognized in many developed countries of 

the world. 

The analysis is a methodology that seeks to estab-

lish the presence of a link or link between two or 

more elements of forensically meaningful infor-

mation. The analysis allows you to remove relevant 

information and use it to reduce the degree of uncer-
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tainty and predict what can happen with a certain 

probability, to make logical, rational and substan-

tiated conclusions in criminal proceedings. 

Significant role in the implementation of crim-

inal analysis of the leading countries of the world 

is its information support. At present, powerful 

information arrays are created and integrated in 

different areas of activity, which allows for effec-

tive investigation of criminal offenses. One of the 

leaders in the software for criminal analysis is 

IBM. Thus, the use of the IBM I2 Analyst’s Note-

book software facilitates the accumulation, pro-

cessing, research and use of available data on a 

criminal offense committed, and thus positively 

affects the effectiveness of the investigation of 

criminal proceedings. The IBM I2 Analyst’s 

Notebook is a visual analytical environment that 

maximizes the use of enormous amounts of in-

formation accumulated by public services and 

enterprises. With an intuitive context-based inter-

face, analysts (operational staff, investigators and 

other law enforcement officers) can quickly col-

late, analyze, and visualize data from different 

sources, reducing the time to find important in-

formation in complex data. 

The IBM I2 software is a direct-purpose com-

puter software designed to summarize, analyze, 

proxy, and visualize real-time information ex-

change. This software is a set of interoperable 

programs that perform the relevant specific func-

tions at all stages of the crime investigation. The 

specified software product is an advanced method 

of investigation of crimes and analysis of opera-

tional information. 

The use of analytical programs in data analysis 

provides a number of positive factors that help to 

increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

actors of evidence. 

Therefore, the use of the above-mentioned 

methods and software products in the investiga-

tion of crimes related to unlawful benefits, which 

will provide the relevant investigators and opera-

tional units with a number of significant ad-

vantages, seems to be justified: 1) the construction 

of informative schemes of criminal and family ties 

of individuals and suspects; 2) construction of 

schemes of criminal ties in the scale of the rayon, 

city, region and the whole state; 3) reliable identi-

fication of new entrants subject to operational devel-

opment; 4) determining the distribution of roles 

among members of criminal groups; 5) the estab-

lishment of new members of criminal groups; 6) 

effective documentation and investigation of multi-

episode crimes; 7) reflection of the directions of 

traffic flows of money caught in a criminal way, and 

their further legalization; 8) forecasting of possible 

conflicts of interest among civil servants; 

9) coherence of actions of participants of the investi-

gation and operational group; 10) presentation of the 

results of law enforcement activities. 

For example, a solution to the problem of deter-

mining the distribution of roles among members of 

criminal groups that commit economic crimes can be 

considered through phone analysis and computer 

analysis. With the help of this analysis, evidence can 

be obtained, which is concealed by criminals, is care-

fully guarded against leakage and distribution. 

This information can be used to successfully plan 

further conduct of investigative (investigative) ac-

tions, as well as to effectively organize the investiga-

tion of criminal proceedings in general. 

Criminal analysis of telephones consists of a 

vowel and anonymous conduction with the use of 

appropriate technical means for observing, selecting 

and fixing the content of information transmitted by 

a person, as well as receiving, converting and fixing 

various types of signals transmitted by communica-

tion channels (signs, signals, written text, images, 

sounds, messages of any kind) [4]. By analyzing a 

person’s telephone, which is of interest to law en-

forcement agencies, it is possible to monitor its tele-

phone conversations and other signals such as: SMS, 

MMS, fax, modem communications, which are 

transmitted through the telephone communication 

channel being controlled [5, p. 29-30]. 

In the future, information from phones and com-

puters is analyzed, and the findings of criminal ana-

lysts about determining the distribution of roles be-

tween members of criminal groups are visualized to 

facilitate perception. 

Visualization of the circumstances of events, con-

nections between individuals, events and individuals 

is an important part of the use of elements of crimi-

nal analysis during the investigation of economic 

criminal offenses. This is confirmed by the fact that 

law enforcement agencies in the United States and a 
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number of European countries place considerable 

emphasis on such visualization, in particular when 

developing relationships between persons who are 

of operational interest or are involved in criminal 

proceedings. As practice shows, during the con-

duct of criminal intelligence, visualized infor-

mation is much better perceived by law enforce-

ment officers, which in turn increases the effec-

tiveness of their activities [6, p. 83]. 

Processing large amounts of information is 

possible only with the use of intelligent technolo-

gies, such as IBM I2, which reduce the brain load 

of the investigator and help him when making a 

decision in the investigation of complex ephemer-

al economic crimes. 

The analysis of democratic socio-political, 

economic, legal and organizational measures for 

the restructuring of society in Ukraine suggests 

that the state authorities seek to counteract the 

negative trends of social development, their intel-

lectual and organizational potential, and change 

the situation for the better. First of all, it concerns 

the fight against economic crime. Determinants of 

the growth of crime and the criminalization of 

social relations are not only in themselves nega-

tive socio-economic factors of social develop-

ment, but also the inability to counteract these 

factors of a balanced state economic, social and 

legal policy and to ensure the proper legal order of 

regulation of social relations. Therefore, for 

Ukraine, it is important to involve foreign experi-

ence in combating economic crime. 

Economic crime is becoming an increasingly 

problematic, threatening phenomenon for Ukraine 

as an independent, independent and young sover-

eign state. Existing for a long time, imperfect 

economic relations are used by criminals to para-

sitize the body of a society, to provide significant 

material revenues at the expense of non-payment 

of taxes, corruption, fraud with financial re-

sources, legalization by means of "money launder-

ing" of money laundered, occupation of prohibited 

types of economic activity, direct encroachment 

on all forms of property and committing other 

crimes of economic orientation. Obviously, such 

acts should not be left without proper response 

from the state; they oblige their law enforcement 

agencies to fight uncompromisingly with them. 

The current state of state-building in Ukraine is 

closely linked with the development of foreign expe-

rience in public administration in the organization of 

law enforcement activities, including the fight 

against crime in the field of economic relations, be-

cause economic crime has grave consequences for 

any society. By choosing the path to improving and 

developing the system of law enforcement, it is al-

ways useful to really evaluate your own experience 

and, at the same time, turn to the developments in 

this field of scientists from other countries. A scien-

tific study shows that foreign states are different 

socio-political entities with their own history, peculi-

arities of the state system, political system, culture 

and traditions. Therefore, consideration of foreign 

experience needs to be generalized, choosing from 

this experience the most significant elements, charac-

teristics, trends that make up scientific and practical 

interest for Ukraine. 

The US experience in combating legalization 

(laundering) of criminal profits proves the following. 

In the United States, the legal definition of the legali-

zation of criminal proceeds was expanded, and now 

the crime is recognized by the conduct of the opera-

tion itself with funds of doubtful origin, regardless of 

the fact of proving a predicate crime. Criminal liabil-

ity for the legalization of criminal proceeds in the 

United States is established both at the federal level 

and in each individual state. A separate responsibility 

for the establishment and for the so-called "structur-

ing" - the distribution of a large amount of money for 

small amounts in order to avoid checks by the gov-

ernment. Such activity is regarded as misleading in 

order to conceal suspicious transactions [7, p. 33]. 

Since the legalization of criminal proceeds consists 

in the implementation of any cash operations, coun-

tering the legalization is, first of all, in tracking cash 

flows and cashless funds. One of the most effective 

ways of tracking cash flow is monitoring payments. 

Today, in the United States, the two most com-

mon forms of settlement work are using checks and 

credit cards. Both forms of settlements are through 

the system of the federal reserve and the central 

bank, which monitor the payments using checks and 

credit cards. The American strategy to combat money 

laundering can not be called a decent and rational. 

Despite legislative innovations, we can not say that 

the federal government has managed to prosecute all 
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illegal transactions with money of dubious origin. 

In addition, the issue of interaction between law 

enforcement and controlling bodies is not re-

solved. So, in the American government’s strategy 

to combat the legalization of criminal proceeds, 

10-12 different federal agencies are responsible 

for different directions of its implementation, and 

the mechanism of their cooperation is not devel-

oped [8, p. 283]. 

Law enforcement officers increasingly have to 

not only perform functions to combat economic 

crime and stop the illegal activities, but also to 

eliminate the consequences of such offenses, to 

return funds, property and valuables from foreign 

countries, which is one of the most difficult tasks. 

The problem is compounded by the weakness of 

the financial control system in Ukraine and the 

CIS countries, in which it is virtually impossible 

to establish the origin of cash, large amounts are 

in circulation in cash. 

Currently, cooperation between law enforce-

ment agencies of Ukraine is in the process of 

becoming. Few contacts have been maintained 

with the United Nations, the Organization for 

Security and Co-operation in Europe, the Interna-

tional Financial Action Task Force on Money 

Laundering, The Council of Europe (mainly this is 

a participation in projects on financing and organ-

izational support of the activities of Ukrainian 

law-enforcement bodies, which is carried out in 

the form of conferences, seminars, trainings). 

The most effective practical interaction is es-

tablished with Interpol. Recognizing the high 

degree of harm caused by economic crimes to 

society and the world financial system, the Police 

Directorate of the General Secretariat of Interpol 

formed a Department for Combating Financial 

and Economic Crimes, which also includes the 

ROAS Working Group, which specializes in con-

trolling income received as a result of criminal 

activity. The research of Flatwash Group is aimed 

at detecting suspicious financial transactions and 

money, property and property acquired in a crimi-

nal way, as well as in CIS countries [9, p. 290-

296]. In some states, financial intelligence units 

have been established that are integrated into the 

single Egmond network, which aims to intensify 

the exchange of information on economic crimes, 

and the creation of a unified international database of 

such crimes. The main focus is on crimes of money 

laundering. The modern system of combating eco-

nomic crime as a result of its development has con-

solidated the basic rules and principles of interaction 

between the competent authorities of the world, has 

developed a unified methodology for requesting 

information, as well as the amount of information 

that can be provided. Thus, during operational and 

investigative measures and investigative actions 

related to the disclosure of crimes in the field of 

economy, the channels of Interpol, you can receive 

the following information: official names of com-

mercial structures (firms, organizations); the date of 

registration of legal entities and business entities in 

state bodies; legal address, telephones and other 

telecommunication facilities; surnames and names of 

heads of such structures; main directions of activity 

of the enterprise; the size of the authorized capital; 

information about termination of activity; criminal 

records concerning the heads of enterprises. Along 

with the achievements of law enforcement agencies 

in combating crime, many problems remain, in par-

ticular, with regard to extradition (extradition) of 

persons who committed economic crimes, from one 

state to another. For example, almost all agreements 

concluded by Ukraine exclude crimes in the field of 

economic activity or financial violations. First of all, 

this is done to prevent abuse by governments of indi-

vidual countries, who, in the guise of pursuit of eco-

nomic crimes, pursue a person on a political, reli-

gious or military basis. Therefore, persons extracted 

for committing economic crimes may be counted on 

their fingers. 

Conclusions. Therefore, one can confidently 

assert that in order to increase the effectiveness of 

protecting the economic rights, freedoms and 

interests of individuals during the investigation of 

criminal offenses, it is considered necessary and 

expedient to use the whole arsenal of analytical 

methods. In order to achieve the maximum level of 

automation of work, qualitative processing and 

visualization (visibility) of relationships between 

individuals, events and individuals in the existing 

large masses of information in the investigation of 

multi-episode, complex, latent economic crimes 

committed by organized criminal groups (groups), it 

is recommended to use standard software criminal 
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analysis, for example, such software systems as 

IBM I2 Analyst’s Notebook, IBM I2 iBase8, and 

others. The indicated analytical tools considerably 

increase the efficiency of investigating the 

investigated crimes, due to the possibility of 

drawing up charts (diagrams) of criminal ties 

(including telephone communication schemes 

with unlimited number of mobile phones and 

numbers), event matrices, financial flow 

diagrams, frequency charts of contacts. 

Today, all law enforcement agencies in 

developed countries have powerful automated 

tools for configuring, collecting, controlling, 

analyzing and displaying complex information 

and communications, as well as the nature of data. 

This approach is a requirement of the present for a 

complete counteraction to organized crime, which 

makes it possible to simplify the task of criminal 

proceedings for the protection of economic rights, 

freedoms and interests of a person, society, the 

state from criminal offenses, as well as to ensure a 

prompt, full and impartial investigation so that 

everyone, Whoever committed a criminal offense 

has been prosecuted as guilty. 
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Мета статті полягає у дослідженні сутності використання аналітичних методів для обробки 

великих масивів даних. Методи дослідження: використання системно-структурного методу та 

методу узагальнення дозволило проаналізувати загальні тенденції використання аналітичних ме-

тодів. За допомогою діалектичного методу наукового пізнання, а також методів аналізу, синтезу та 

абстрагування з’ясовано зміст та призначення досліджуваної проблеми, визначено основні його 

ознаки та структуру, а також співвідношення з системним аналізом. Результати: зазначені 

аналітичні інструменти значно підвищують ефективність розслідування злочинів, що розслідують-

ся, завдяки можливості складання діаграм (діаграм) злочинних зв’язків (включаючи схеми телефон-

ного зв’язку з необмеженою кількістю мобільних телефонів та номерів), матриць подій, діаграм 

фінансових потоків, діаграми частоти контактів. Обговорення: цей розділ охоплює використання 

аналітичних методів захисту економічних прав, свобод та інтересів осіб у розслідуванні криміналь-

них правопорушень. Обґрунтована позиція щодо місця аналізу інформації у протидії злочинності. 

Вказано загальні напрями аналітичної діяльності правоохоронних органів. Графічно зображено місце 

системного аналізу в структурі аналітики та суміжних галузей знань. Представлено досвід Євро-

пейського Союзу та США щодо використання можливостей кримінального аналізу в боротьбі з еко-

номічною злочинністю. Вказано напрями використання елементів кримінального аналізу (спеціалізо-

ваного програмного забезпечення) під час розслідування економічних кримінальних правопорушень. 

Тому можна з упевненістю стверджувати, що для підвищення ефективності захисту економічних 

прав, свобод та інтересів осіб під час розслідування кримінальних правопорушень вважається необ-

хідним і доцільним використовувати весь арсенал аналітичних методів. З метою досягнення макси-

мального рівня автоматизації роботи, якісної обробки та візуалізації (наочності) взаємозв’язків між 

людьми, подіями та особами в існуючих великих масивах інформації при розслідуванні багатоепізод-

них, складних, прихованих економічних злочинів, вчинених організованими злочинним групам (групам), 

рекомендується використовувати стандартний програмний кримінальний аналіз, наприклад, такі 

програмні системи, як ноутбук IBM I2 Analyst, IBM I2 iBase8 та інші. 

Ключові слова: розслідування; економічні кримінальні правопорушення; аналітичні методи; аналіз 

інформації; системний аналіз. 

 


